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Evolution to launch all-new RNG range at ICE 2018
Evolution Gaming, leading provider of Live Casino solutions, is today unveiling its first ever RNG product
offering at ICE 2018 (6–8 February at ExCeL London).
The product range, called First Person Gaming (FPG) is aimed to redefine RNG tables games by combining
the very best of the RNG and Live Casino worlds. As well as superior 3D rendering and animation for an
immersive gaming experience, each FPG game features a ‘Go LIVE’ button that transports players directly
to an Evolution Live Casino game with a consistent UI and rules across the FPG and Live games. The games
will be available in all Evolution supported languages on desktop, tablet and smartphone.
The range will be offered as an add-on to the Live Casino line-up for to all existing licensees of Evolution,
with LeoVegas to be the first operator to launch with FPG Roulette later today. More games will also be
added during 2018.
Todd Haushalter, Chief Product Officer at Evolution, commented, “Going into RNG table games felt very
natural for us. We serve millions of table game players online and we have learned so much about what
they like. This was an opportunity to leverage the latest tech and couple it with all we know of table game
players to give them a new way to enjoy our table games.
Karolina Pelc, Director of Casino at LeoVegas, said, “We are excited to be the first operator to launch
Evolution’s new First Person Gaming concept to our players. Just as for Evolution, innovation is at the very
core of LeoVegas’ offering, and with FPG we will be able to provide the ultimate player experience, across
all devices and on mobile from Day 1”.
To see Evolution’s offering at ICE, visit stand N2-230 or email asrealasitgets@evolutiongaming.com.
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